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1. Introduction
Blockchains have been revolutionary in democratizing the ownership and transfer of assets across open
financial networks without the need for a trusted third party to process transactions. Blockchains, by
design, are decentralized so there is no single point of attack or failure. This decentralization helps ensure
information remains safe in millions of devices on the blockchain network and that no one actor has
complete control over transactions, and prevents censorship.
Decentralized finance (DeFi) is a foremost development in the blockchain industry and a term used to
describe the cluster of applications offering decentralized financial services. DeFi, contrasted with
traditional centralized financial services, operates without centralized intermediaries (i.e. cryptocurrency
exchanges, traditional Wall Street securities exchanges); financial transactions can take place directly
between users.
Such peer-to-peer (p2p) transactions are mediated utilizing trustless transparent protocols known as
open-source smart contracts (smart contracts); automatically enforced rules embedded in blocks along
the blockchain and built/maintained by a community of developers. In turn, smart contracts enabled the
creation of p2p marketplaces where digital assets move in a secure and frictionless environment.
While smart contracts mediate p2p transactions, traditional financial services use cases (e.g. stablecoins
issuance, lending/borrowing, trading, peer-to-peer payments, portfolio management, etc.) are transacted
on the blockchain via Decentralized Applications (DApps) or protocols.
These developments in, and increased use of, DeFi ecosystems have resulted in significant interest in
Decentralized Exchanges (DEX) to transact across various blockchains. DEXs replace centralized
exchange order matching systems and order books by incorporating Automated Market Maker protocols
(AMM) to define the price of digital assets and provide liquidity on a blockchain.
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2. AMM-based DEXs (AMDEX)
Compared to centralized exchanges (CEX), DEXs remain closer to DeFi intentions and have a devout
following due to trustless p2p transactions on the blockchain. DEXs incorporating innovative AMM
solutions (AMDEX) are better able to increase widespread adoption via greater liquidity and
accessibility. AMDEXs employ incentives and algorithms to increase exchange efficiencies via liquidity
pools and a purely mathematical approach to pricing. As an asset reserve, a liquidity pool promotes
stability and attractiveness to users by fulfilling a liquidity reserve of crypto assets that users can trade
against. Such trades have asset pricing pegged to mathematical formulas rather than transactional
agreements. The main components of AMDEXs include actors, assets, dynamics, and economics.
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2.1 Actors
2.1.1 Liquidity Provider (LP)
Using smart contracts, users of a crypto asset, Liquidity Providers (LP), are incentivized to maintain the
supply of the traded asset in exchange for liquidity tokens representing their share of the liquidity pool.
LPs subsequently receive a percentage of trading fees based on their relative holding of tokens in the
liquidity pool. Anyone can be a liquidity provider who deposits an equivalent value of two tokens in the
pool.

2.1.2 Exchange users
An exchange user can be a crypto trader (trader), investor, or collector that submits an exchange order
to a liquidity pool by specifying the input/output asset and associated quantity.

2.1.3 Transaction execution
AMDEXs apply purely mathematical pricing (e.g. conservation function via smart contracts) in order to
streamline the pairing/exchange rates and execution/transaction fees of transactions. Each AMDEX’s
proprietary approach varies, with weight distributed among factors like availability, demand, liquidity,
and rates on other exchanges. Such formula-based pricing increases transparency, confidence, and
stability while also combating slippage and impermanence by locking prices into smart contracts
against the pool.

2.2 Assets
2.2.1 Risk Assets
AAMDEXs are designed primarily for liquidity to generally illiquid risk assets. Like centralized
exchanges, an AMDEX can facilitate both initial exchange offerings (IEO), to launch a new token
through liquidity pool creation, and initial DEX offering (IDO) to raise capital suited for illiquid assets. To
be eligible for an IDO, a risk asset needs to be whitelisted and must be compatible with the protocol’s
technical requirements (e.g. ERC20 for most AMMs on Ethereum).

2.2.2 Base Assets
Some protocols require a trading pair consisting of a risk asset and a designated base asset. Risk asset’s
can be paired with the protocol’s native token with an elastic supply and while other protocols connect
two or more risk assets directly in a liquidity pool without a designated base asset.

2.2.3 Pool Shares
Liquidity pool shares (liquidity shares) represent ownership in the portfolio of assets within a liquidity
pool and are distributed to LPs. Pool shares accrue trading fees proportionally and can be redeemed at
any time to withdraw funds from the pool.
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2.2.4 Protocol Tokens
Protocols are rules that govern the blockchain network and protocol tokens (governance tokens) are
used to represent voting rights on protocol governance matters. Protocol tokens are valuable in that
they are tradeable outside of the AMM and can incentivize LP participation (e.g. protocol tokens
rewarded to LPs proportional to their liquidity supply).

2.3 Dynamics
2.3.1 Interaction Mechanisms
An AMM typically involves two types of interaction mechanisms: swapping of assets and liquidity
provision/withdrawal. Interaction mechanisms have to be specified in a way such that desired invariant
properties are upheld; therefore the class of admissible mechanisms is restricted to the ones which
respect the defined conservation function, if one is specified, or conserve the defined properties
otherwise.

2.3.2 Invariant properties
The functionality of an AMM depends upon a conservation function which encodes a desired invariant
property of the system. As an intuitive example, Uniswap’s constant product function determines
trading dynamics between assets in the pool as it always conserves the product of value-weighted
quantities of both assets in the protocol—each trade has to be made in a way such that the value
removed in one asset equals the value added in the other asset. This weight-preserving characteristic is
one desired invariant property supported by the design of Uniswap.

2.4 Economics
AMM protocols often run several reward schemes, including liquidity reward, staking reward,
governance rights and security reward distributed to different actors to encourage participation and
contribution. Using an AMDEX also incurs transaction costs.

2.4.1 Rewards
2.4.11 Liquidity reward
LPs are compensated for the opportunity cost of locking up their assets in a liquidity pool. This
compensation, Liquidity Reward, is calculated as the LP’s share of trading fees paid by exchange
users in trading the particular asset in the liquidity pool.

2.4.12 Staking reward
In addition to Liquidity Rewards, LPs can earn passive income in the form of transaction income,
LPs are offered the possibility to stake pool shares or other tokens as part of an initial incentive
program from a certain token protocol. The ultimate goal of the individual token protocols (e.g.
GIV and TRIPS) is to further encourage token holding, while simultaneously facilitating token
liquidity on exchanges and product usage. These staking rewards are given by protocols other
than the AMDEX.
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2.4.13 Governance rights
AMDEXs compete with each other to attract funds/trading volume and encourage liquidity
provisions and/or swapping by rewarding LPs governance rights in the form of protocol tokens.
To bootstrap, AMDEXs also utilize liquidity mining, incentivized early pool establishment and
trading, by minting and issuing native protocol tokens to LPs and users.

2.4.14 Security reward
All open distributed network protocols and AMDEXs suffer from security vulnerabilities.
Vulnerability remediation practices include code auditing and more commonly involve code
vetting by a broader developer community. Such vetting rewards developers who discover and/or
fix bugs of the protocol through a bounty program with, but not limited to, fiat currency monetary
prizes.

2.4.2 Costs (Explicit and Implicit)
Interacting with AMM protocols has explicit costs, including charges for “value” created and “service”
performed, and fees for users interacting with the blockchain network. AMDEX users need to anticipate
three types of explicit costs and two types of implicit costs.

2.4.21 (Explicit) Liquidity withdrawal penalty
Withdrawal of assets from a liquidity pool changes the shape of the conservation function and
negatively affects the usability of the pool by elevating slippage. AMDEXs discourage such
withdrawals by levying liquidity withdrawal penalties.

2.4.22 (Explicit) Swap fee
Users are charged a swap fee for each token exchange transaction in a liquidity pool as
compensation for using tokens supplied by the LPs.

2.4.23 (Explicit) Gas fee
Every interaction with the protocol is executed in the form of an on-chain transaction and is thus
subject to gas fees applicable to all transactions on the underlying blockchain. In a decentralized
network, users cover the operating costs of validating nodes. Higher gas fees result from
interacting with more complex protocols due to the greater computational power needed for
transaction verification.

2.4.24 (Implicit) Slippage
Slippage is defined as the difference between the spot price and the realized price of a trade.
Instead of matching buy and sell orders, AMDEXs determine exchange rates on a continuous
curve, and every trade encounters slippage conditioned upon trade size relative to pool size and
the exact design of the conservation function. The spot price approaches the realized price for
small trades but deviates for larger trades. This effect is amplified for smaller liquidity pools as
every trade significantly impacts the relative quantities of assets in the pool, resulting in greater
slippage. Due to continuous slippage, trades on AMDEXs must be set with some slippage
tolerance to be executed; a feature exploited in sandwich attacks.
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2.4.25 (Implicit) Impermanent (divergence) loss
LP assets in a liquidity pool are exposed to volatility risk, in addition to opportunity costs.
Specifically, a swap alters the asset composition of a liquidity pool which automatically updates
the asset prices implied by the conservation function of the pool. This asset price update
consequently changes the value of the entire pool. The loss in value due to price movements of an
LP’s contributed assets to a liquidity pool, in return for pool shares, compared to holding the
assets outside of an AMDEX liquidity pool is known as “divergence loss” or “impermanent loss.”
Such a loss is deemed “impermanent” because as asset prices fluctuate and the depreciation of
the liquidity pool value continuously fluctuates and is only realized when assets are withdrawn
from the liquidity pool.

3. Decentralized KYC
Despite its complexity, Know Your Customer (KYC) regulatory guidelines for financial service providers
precede the existence of cryptocurrency and are necessary to guaranteeing a diversified and efficient
financial services ecosystem.
AMDEXs are a solution to some of these regulatory complexities as KYC are not required in DeFi
ecosystems. Alternatively, not having KYC processes limits the ability of AMDEXs to attract regulated
institutional players to DeFi as such institutions are governed by regulatory standards.

4. Initial DEX Offering (IDO)
DThe crypto industry has been growing rapidly with over 12k crypto projects and tokens market cap of
$2.5 trillion USD in 2020. The increasing adoption of blockchain and decentralization has become a
catalyst for traditional financial service providers tokenizing assets and using crypto to govern,
fund/monetize, and innovate. Such increased adoption has led to a significant increase in DeFi projects
requiring new and innovative blockchain platforms.
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5. Architecture
Currently interaction between marketplaces on different blockchains is not common. Each blockchain's
ecosystem is fenced in and has limited interaction with other chains. The future of the DeFi ecosystem
involves multichain bridging and cross-chain infrastructures. Bridges are being developed between the
EVM and top valued blockchains. Such bridging gives AMDEX users access, via a specific blockchain
portal, to assets across various other blockchains.

6. Wallet Structure
Unlike centralized exchanges, DEXs look to eliminate intermediary and oversight processes involved in
crypto trading. Unlike CEXs that hold onto wallet private keys, DEXs don’t support order matching
systems or custodial infrastructures. As such, DEXs promote autonomy such that users can initiate
trades directly from non-custodial wallets which enable the user to control their private key. Users
retaining possession of their keys, at all times, aligns with core DeFi principles of preserving a higher
level of security and permits anonymous transactions. The future of AMDEX wallets involves the
support and interoperability of wallets across various blockchains and the ability to trade crypto assets
between blockchains.

7. User Analytics
In today's rapidly developing crypto environment, cutting-edge analytics are critical to users navigating
the markets. Displaying publicly available on-chain data on a user-friendly dashboard empowers
AMDEX users with tools to gain actionable market trend insights.
.

7.1 On-chain data
7.1.1 Wallet data
Money flowing in and out of wallets includes monitoring whale wallets for movement of tokens
along with the change over time of total wallets.
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7.1.2 Transaction data
Transaction volume by size over time includes analysis of wallets on centralized exchanges and
can offer insight into inflows and outflows for predictive price action.

7.1.3 Price data
The analysis of the price correlation with bitcoin and Ethereum includes a picture of volatility and
a look at the number of holders who bought near all-time highs vs near all-time lows.

7.2 Off-chain data
Off-chain data includes GitHub metrics, developer interest, and activity over time. Additional data also
includes Google search trends and twitter hashtag analyses that can be correlated with on-chain data
for a higher-resolution picture of the DeFi ecosystem.
.

8. Tokenomics
Tokenomics encompasses the utility and financial valuation of an AMDEX with special consideration of
the initial development period, marketing, user base growth, and long-term platform development. The
functionality and utility of the token is paramount as tokens empower users to vote on decisions
concerning the future of the exchange and listings. Token holders can benefit from holding the
exchange token as a store of value if they believe that the token will increase in value over time.
.

9. Governance
The future of DEX governance follows DeFi principles for operation without a third-party governing
body as governing bodies, at one point or another, make decisions not aligned with the best interests
of the DEX user. Without a governing body, DEX governance is left to users possessing governance
tokens. Governance tokens are key to establishing the economic model and rules of a DEX as the token
offer complete control and ownership of the crypto infrastructure tools on which users depend. Key
aspects of governance that can be changed or influenced by community governance token holders
include i) how the platform operates, ii) what assets are added to the platform, and iii) what the
incentive structure looks like. As the resources of the DEX increase, the power and value of the
governance tokens also grow.
.
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10. About Dexvers

10.1 Introduction to Dexvers
Dexvers is an AMDEX that enables the trading of different crypto assets issued on various blockchains,
across various blockchains. While other DEXs use CEX to fill transaction orders, Dexvers fills transaction
orders utilizing liquidity pools.
.

10.2 Dexvers liquidity
Dexvers incentivizes LPs to form liquidity pools in exchange for a percentage of trading fees earned
from users swapping tokens in and out of liquidity pools. Other LPs can subsequently increase the
pool’s reserve by adding more of the crypto assets associated with the pool. LPs receive pool shares
proportionate to their liquidity contribution and earn transaction fees paid by exchange users. While
LPs may withdraw their crypto assets from the liquidity pool by surrendering a corresponding amount
of pool shares, such withdrawals are charged a withdrawal fee if the assets are withdrawn prior to the
expiration of the smart contract term.
LPs also create a market by pool shares and tokens by depositing an equivalent value of the two assets.
In return, LPs get “liquidity tokens,” which represent their share of the entire liquidity pool. These
liquidity tokens can be redeemed for the share they represent in the pool. Dexvers will use swap fees to
earn profits for liquidity providers.
.

10.3 Dexvers decentralized KYC

In order to overcome KYC regulatory hurdles, Dexvers proposes a decentralized KYC solution that
allows the combined security of a decentralized blockchain with the benefits of enabling traditional
financial institutions to participate in the AMDEX, in a fully compliant manner. The decentralized KYC
process will be as smooth as existing KYC processes without compromising a user’s personal data and
will not require a user reverification for every trade on a new exchange or platform.
Dexvers will partner with 3rd party entities, such as KILT Protocol and Fractal on a decentralized KYC
process, to solve the user experience and privacy problems caused by CEX KYC requirements.
Individual and institutional users will be able to use Dexvers features (e.g. swaps, staking, governance,
etc.) without having to go through a KYC validation process until a trade exceeds a value of $5,000 USD.

.
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For trades exceeding $5,000 USD, Decentralized KYC will allow Dexvers users to verify their identity,
while keeping their personal data and documents private, by utilizing a DApp for proof of
authentication. This way, Dexvers relies on the user’s wallet without accessing their personal details.
Dexvers will remember the decentralized KYC process by user and automatically use the user’s wallet
for automatic verification on other Web3 platforms.

10.4 Dexvers IDO
D
. exvers will provide a platform to enable whitelisting, distribution, and vesting of tokens on the
blockchain ecosystem. This platform will be ideal for new DeFi projects because it will provide:

- Smart Contract setup and audits
.

- Minting and Burning tokens on top blockchains
- Free listing on the AMDEX
- Marketing Match

.

10.4 Dexvers tokenomics
Dexvers will offer a 40% bonus in tokens for investors who lock them up for at least a year. The lockup
period bonus will only be offered at initial token purchasers in the private sale process via the Welthee
Launchpad.
.

10.4.1 Vesting
All the investors will receive 10% of the tokens immediately after the purchase (the first contract)
then the rest of the 90% will be sent via smart contracts, one per month, over the next 11 months.
The second contract will be dated 30 days after the purchase.

10.4.2 Deflationary system
Dexvers will create a deflationary system. For the next five years Dexvers will allocate 10% of the
fees generated on the exchange to liquidity and burn the LP tokens. This way Dexvers will
combine the benefits of the reduced token supply together with deeper liquidity for the token.
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10.4.3 Inflationary system
The scarcity of break the rules of inflation. For each new token that will be listed on Dexvers, a
pre-determined maximum number of tokens will be minted. The amount that will be minted is
established through pre-determined criteria.

10.4.4 Reward system
Dexvers has designed an incentive scheme to increase network effects and demand for the
Dexvers token. The rewards will be taken from the reward pool. Every week 0.1% of the
outstanding tokens in the reward pool will be distributed amongst platform participants who
participate in the reward programs. The pool is technically perpetual, it never depletes but the
rewards get smaller over time.

10.4.5 Investor Protection Fund
Dexvers will allocate tokens to the Investor Protection Fund to insure users against possible token
loss due to software or hardware failures, hacks, etc.

10.4.6 Welthee Launchpad benefits
Each investor in the Exchange Token will get Welthee Tokens. Holding onto Welthee tokens will
bring significant benefits including i)advantages stemming from the Welthee VISA /Mastercard
alliance and ii) the possibility to invest in other projects on the Welthee launchpad.

10.5 Dexvers architecture
Dexvers is composed of the DEX, cross chain bridges, an analytics engine, uses an AMM variant model
design called Constant Product Market, and will be deployed on multiple blockchains. Deployment
across multiple blockchains is critical to take advantage of projects only available on a particular
blockchain
.

10.6 Dexvers wallet
Dexvers will incorporate blockchain bridges necessary to enable users to exchange tokens across
different

blockchains.

The

selection

of

these

bridge

protocols

will

be

based

on

security,

decentralization, transaction speed, and the cost of moving assets for a seamless and cost-efficient user
experience.
In time, Dexvers will develop a proprietary wallet consolidating best-in-class features native to other
wallets. The Dexvers wallet will support multiple blockchains and seamlessly transfer value across
chains using Dexvers’ bridged backend.
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10.7 Dexvers analytics
Analytics will be available in one-swipe-away functionality for ease in trader decision making.
Dexvers will provide users with best-in-class analytics with greater insight of the markets across all
supported blockchains. Dexvers’ analytics backend will aggregate all data available on the blockchain
and enrich it with off chain relevant data (e.g. social media posts, google searches,). Key analytics data
will include:

Wallets Data
Token Supply
Transaction Data
Price Data
Off-Chain Data

10.8 Dexvers governance
During the early development days of Dexver, the founding development team will be in control of the
exchange. Dexvers aims to have the exchange fully decentralized, with all decisions being made
through procedures and on-chain voting, in one year after launch.
Steady-state governance will consist of two Councils based on nodes held by 2 user groups, the Staking
and Holder Councils.
The Staking Council will based on how much users actually stake in Dexvers and will be making
referendum decisions on referendum which include but are not limited to:
Update liquidity pool algorithm
Update fee structure
Update Staking pool reserve
Update and propose new staking strategy
The Holder Council will be made up of all token holders and will make referendum decisions which
include but are not limited to:
Update strategy for the DEX
Update roadmap for the DEX
Update how the fees are distributed
Update and maintain DEX
All decisions will be made by the token holders.
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10.9 Dexvers roadmap
By listing on our platform, new projects can ensure they have bootstrapped liquidity for their initial
offering. Whitelisted investors can browse our selection of projects and put their funds behind the
team / project they believe has the most potential.

Interface upgrade
Analytics module integration
Welthee wallet and public sale

Solana on Dex
Pre-sale token synthetics
Launching on MainNet

2022 Q1
Quality Assurance
- Measurement and analysis of process variations and implementation of corrective actions to gain
assurance of defect-free smart contracts and Dexvers platform
Hackathon
- WhiteHat competition focused on discovering general and specific vulnerabilities
Deploy Dexvers on Ethereum Testnet
- Dexvers’ cold launch onto Ethereum to engage to beta test its blockchain operations
Finalization of UI Design & Development
- Complete UI interface and overlay onto Ethereum Testnet operating platform
Customer Support Setup
- Rollout first round of customer support infrastructure and personnel
Analytics Integration
- Integration of first-generation trader specific analytics dashboards
Welthee Integration
- Link up with Welthee platform to engage new projects onto Dexvers
Native Wallet Development
- Highlight of Dexvers specific wallet features for increased cross-chain functionality

Q2 2022
Dexvers’ first fully integrated launch onto Ethereum
- Dexvers’ hot launch onto Ethereum Mainnet
Launch of Dexvers onto Polygon
- Expansion of Dexvers platform on Ethereum L2 protocol
Launch of native Dexvers wallet
- Introduction of fully integrated Dexvers wallet on Ethereum Mainnet and Polygon
Introduction of cross chain bridge development
- Highlight of Dexvers bridge implementation features for cross chain trading
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Q3 2022
Launch of Dexvers onto Solana
- Expansion of Dexvers platform onto second L1 protocol, Solana

Q4 2022
Launch of Dexvers onto Polkadot
- Expansion of Dexvers platform onto third L1 protocol, Polkadot
Launch of Dexvers onto Cardano
- Expansion of Dexvers platform onto fourth L1 protocol, Cardano
Launch of Dexvers onto Binance Smart Chain
- Expansion of Dexvers platform onto fifth L1 protocol, Binance Smart Chain
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